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A trusted reference for beginners looking to master the portrait or lifelong
photographers looking to try a new twist on the classic genre. The editors of
Popular Photography pooled all their knowledge from their 70+ years of
experience to bring you the most comprehensive guide to portraits on the market:
The Complete Portrait Manual. Whether you’re after snapshots of loved ones
laughing, impressive studio headshots, fun yet tasteful selfies, or lightning-fast
captures of athletes doing the thing they love, this guide will help you produce the
perfect portrait. In chapters on how to flatter your subjects with poses and angles,
light them just right, and retouch your photos in post-production, you’ll learn how
to: · Get to Know Your Subjects · Pick Props that Show Personality · Snap a Nice
Selfie · Craft Environmental Portraits · Hide Flaws with Clever Angles · Take
Candid Street Shots · Pick Poses that Flatter · Zoom In on Telling Details · Shoot
Truly Joyful Holiday Portraits · Freeze a Subject’s Fleeting Reflection · Set Up
Avedon Lighting · Know Your Light Sources · Flatter with a Ring Light · Mimic
Film Noir Shadows · Slow a Spinning Ballerina with Long Exposure · Combine
Natural and Studio Light · Select Light Modifiers · Capture Musicians with Limited
Lighting · Make Nostalgic Portraits with Film · Understand Retouching Tools · Go
Classic with Black and White Conversion · Craft Whimsical Composites · Repair
Old Photos of Loved Ones · Minimize Lines and Skin Flaws · Whiten Teeth and
Eyes · Make Cautious Use of the Liquify Tool · Brighten Exposure for Breezier
Snapshots
*** Listed as ""Mirrorless Camera Manuals whose books you'll actually enjoy
reading"" *** If you're uncertain in any way about even one thing your XT2 does,
then save time and money and grab this book. This is EVERYTHING X-T2
explained in easy to understand language! It is the Manual on Steroids and much
more... This full-color ebook: * Covers every mode, menu, button, function, and
socket. * Explains the new Flash modes, including wireless flash. * Includes all
my camera settings and an explanation of why on earth I do it that way. * Covers
every essential of shooting - like: ISO, Focus, WB, Metering, flash modes - and
the more esoteric ones too. * Explains how and why to customize all the buttons
and menus. * Has a great tutorial to help you master the ins and outs of RAW. *
Explains why all glass (Fuji lenses) are not born equal. * Includes a 22 page
Condensed Guide to the Basics of modern digital photography. Valuable
bonuses are included as well!
In this first-ever showcase of his work, Gregory Heisler, one of professional
photography's most respected practitioners, shares 50 iconic portraits of
celebrities, athletes, and world leaders, along with fascinating, thoughtful, often
humorous stories about how the images were made. From his famously
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controversial portrait of President George H.W. Bush (which led to the revocation
of Heisler’s White House clearance) to his evocative post-9/11 Time magazine
cover of Rudolph Giuliani, to stunning portraits of Julia Roberts, Denzel
Washington, Hillary Clinton, Michael Phelps, Muhammad Ali, and many more,
Heisler reveals the creative and technical processes that led to each frame. For
Heisler’s fans and all lovers of photography, Gregory Heisler: 50 Portraits offers
not only a gorgeous collection of both black-and-white and color portraits, but an
engrossing look at the rarely seen art of a master photographer at work. With a
foreword by New York City mayor Michael R. Bloomberg.
The Complete Portrait Manual200+ Tips & Techniques for Shooting the Perfect
Photos of PeopleWeldon Owen International
This enhanced e-book combines video and text to create a learning experience
that is engaging, informative and fun. In addition to the full text of Photo Recipes
Live, you’ll find two hours of high-quality video training that brings the topics to
life through friendly visual instruction from experts and industry professionals.
Scott Kelby, author of the best-selling The Digital Photography Book, brings to
life his “Photo Recipes” chapter—not just from this book, but from his smash bestselling follow-ups, volumes 2 and 3. In this two-hour text-and-video package,
Scott shows you exactly how it’s all done, from scratch, without holding anything
back. If you’ve ever wondered how the pros use natural light, studio light, and
even direct daylight to get those amazing shots, you’ll see it all here, live, as it
happens. Most of the shoot takes place in an amazing New York City loft photo
studio as Scott re-creates the looks he describes in the book, along with some
bonus lighting set-ups that aren’t in the book, to create a very special learning
experience you won’t find anywhere else. Everything is put together from scratch
(from studio shots to location shots to product photography), all while the
cameras are rolling—you see it all from the very beginning so you’ll be able to recreate those same looks without spending thousands on expensive high-end
equipment. Best of all, Scott explains everything in simple, plain English, just the
way he’d tell a friend, using the same casual, conversational style that made his
series of books a worldwide sensation. If you’ve ever wondered “how they do
it,” you’re about to find out in this amazing enhanced e-book that shows how
easy this all can be—once you know the secrets. Due to the incredibly rich media
included in your enhanced eBook, you may experience longer than usual
download times. Please be patient while your product is delivered.
In Portrait Photography: From Snapshots to Great Shots, author and
photographer Erik Valind shows you how to get the best shots of your
subjects–whether you’re in a studio or outdoors, at a family get-together, or at a
formal event. Starting with the fundamentals of portrait photography, including
how to select the right camera settings and lenses and how to compose your
shots, Erik covers building a rapport with your subject, and offers suggestions for
poses that flatter your subject to achieve great shots. He then addresses the
problems and opportunities of both natural and indoor light, offering ways to
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resolve lighting challenges of both, showing when and how to use a flash and
how to add and modify light to improve the quality of your images. Finally, he
walks through several portrait scenarios, including creating single-person shots
such as headshots and environmental shots, and group shots such as family and
wedding photos. Follow along with Erik and you will: Learn the basics of
capturing great portraits, such as focusing on the eyes, stepping back and
zooming in, and turning your subject into the light Evaluate focal length,
compression, and working distance to select the best lens for any given shoot
Establish trust with your subject and provide helpful direction and feedback so
they feel at ease and look their best Address challenges associated with natural
light such as shade and direct light–and tame or redirect the light for improved
photographs Improve the light with modifiers and other helpful tools such as
strobes, umbrellas, and reflectors Go “behind the scenes” and walk through the
process of creating great portraits with two chapters of start-to-finish examples
Beautifully illustrated with large, vibrant photos, this book teaches you how to
take control of your photography to get the portraits you want every time you pick
up your camera.
Offers illustrated lessons on lighting for portrait photography, covering such topics as building
light setups, adding hair and accent lights, and using meters.
Aspiring photographers are always looking for that edge, that fresh point of view to add drama
to their images. Photographer Joey L. found his vision early, drawing critical acclaim as a
brilliant commercial photographer with a distinctive technical expertise for lighting. In
Photographing Shadow and Light, Joey lifts the curtain on his dramatic, creatively fearless
approach to portraiture, sharing his personal philosophy and a behind-the-scenes look at 15
striking photo sessions—from personal projects shot in Africa, India, and Brooklyn to
commercial shoots for 50 Cent, the Jonas Brothers, and Project Runway All Stars. Joey
provides readers with a step-by-step description of how he visualized each shoot, formed
meaningful connections with his subjects, and “built” his signature dramatic lighting
effects—one light at a time. Featuring more than 85 stunning portraits, detailed lighting
diagrams, and a foreword from industry icon David Hobby (aka Strobist), Photographing
Shadow and Light shares the creative process behind one of today’s most exciting
photography talents, providing serious amateurs and professionals a fresh perspective on
creating compelling, professional quality portraits. “Joey Lawrence is . . . the future of
photography. Get used to it.” —David Hobby (Strobist) Get inside the images of commercial
and fine art portrait photographer Joey L. with this behind-the-lens guide to his fearless
approach, creative vision, and signature lighting techniques. Also available as an ebook
Photographers are guided through every aspect of posing—beginning with the consultation and
continuing with specific tips for posing children, high school seniors, wedding parties, families,
events, teams, groups, and pets—in this comprehensive manual. Maintaining that good posing
is 80 percent mental and only 20 percent technical, this guide stresses the importance of
communication between photographer and subject to creating a portrait that not only captures
the subject’s personality but also makes the subject comfortable, fostering repeat business.

When photographing people, you can have a great composition, perfect light, and the
right camera settings, but if your subject doesn’t look right—if the pose is off—the shot
will not be a keeper. Posing is truly a crucial skill that photographers need to have in
order to create great photographs. If you’re looking to improve your ability to pose your
subjects—whether they’re men, women, couples, or groups—best-selling author and
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Flatter Everyone is the perfect resource for you. In the first half of The Photographer’s
Guide to Posing, Lindsay discusses how the camera sees, and thus how camera angle,
lens choice, and perspective all affect the appearance of your subject. Lindsay then
covers things that ruin a pose—such as placement of the hands, and your subject’s
expression and posture. Next, Lindsay dives into “posing essentials,” outlining her
approach to start with a “base pose,” then build on that to create endless posing
opportunities. She also discusses posing the face—with specific sections dedicated to
the chin, jaw, eyes, and forehead—as well as posing hands. In the second half of the
book, Lindsay dedicates entire chapters to posing specific subject matter: women, men,
couples, curvy women, families and small groups, and large groups. In each chapter,
Lindsay addresses that subject matter’s specific challenges, provides “go-to poses”
you can always use, and covers how to train the eye to determine the best pose for
your subject(s). Lindsay also teaches you how to analyze a pose so that you can create
endless posing opportunities and continuously improve your work.
Combines biographical sketches of great Americans and outstanding quotes with a
concise survey of U.S. history
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